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RETROSPECTIVE NETWORK
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DATA: THE IMPACT OF DESIGNS
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Abstract

Retrospective life history designs are among the few practical approaches for

collecting longitudinal network information from large populations, particu-

larly in the context of relationships like sexual partnerships that cannot be

measured via digital traces or documentary evidence. While all such designs

afford the ability to “peer into the past” vis-à-vis the point of data collection,

little is known about the impact of the specific design parameters on the time

horizon over which such information is useful. In this article, we investigate

the effect of two different survey designs on retrospective network imputation:

(1) intervalN, where subjects are asked to provide information on all partners

within the past N time units; and (2) lastK, where subjects are asked to pro-

vide information about their K most recent partners. We simulate a “ground

truth” sexual partnership network using a published model of Krivitsky

(2012), and we then sample this data using the two retrospective designs
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under various choices of N and K. We examine the accumulation of missing-

ness as a function of time prior to interview, and we investigate the impact of

this missingness on model-based imputation of the state of the network at

prior time points via conditional ERGM prediction. We quantitatively show

that—even setting aside problems of alter identification and informant

accuracy—choice of survey design and parameters used can drastically

change the amount of missingness in the dataset. These differences in miss-

ingness have a large impact on the quality of retrospective parameter estima-

tion and network imputation, including important effects on properties

related to disease transmission.

Keywords

data collection, measurement, retrospective life history, sexual contact

networks

1. INTRODUCTION

Longitudinal research designs have long been regarded as the ideal data

collection framework for studying social dynamics (Featherman 1979).

While prospective designs (which follow a designated set of individuals

forward through time) have many well-known advantages, their use is

often impractical (or even impossible) when studying phenomena that

unfold over long periods of time. In such settings, retrospective designs

(which sample individuals at a given point in time and obtain informa-

tion regarding past events) are an important alternative. For example,

fields that study social dynamics over long time spans often use retro-

spective life history (RLH) designs (e.g., Forest, Moen, and Dempster-

McClain 1996; Jacobs and King 2002). When collecting information

regarding events, relationships, and activities over the life course (i.e.,

life history data [Elliott 2005]), querying a sample of respondents

regarding their past experiences is far more likely to be feasible than

following a young cohort for multiple decades; and even in the latter

case, retrospection must be used at each interview to obtain events

occurring since the last wave of data collection (Scott and Alwin 1998).

Of the two design types, most scholars argue that prospective diary

designs achieve greater data quality; however, studies show that this

advantage can be marginal and does not always hold (Hauser, Tsai, and

Sewell 1983; Scott and Alwin 1998). More importantly, diary studies

require a high level of subject commitment and ongoing researcher

involvement, with concomitant investments of time, money, and effort
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in recruiting, retaining, and following up with respondents (Leigh,

Gillmore, and Morrison 1998; Scott and Alwin 1998; Stone, Kessler,

and Haythomthwatte 1991; Weinhardt et al. 1998). As such, it is diffi-

cult for diary studies to be conducted on large probability samples or on

subjects that require follow-up over long spans of time. By contrast,

RLH surveys often require only a single interview, have relatively low

cost, and can be used in studies that involve larger populations or longer

observation periods. These conclusions are particularly important in

sexual contact network (SCN) studies (e.g., Leigh et al. 1998; Reading

1983; Tran et al. 2013) where accurately recovering partnership

dynamics over long periods can be important for subsequent analysis

(e.g., modeling the diffusion of sexually transmitted infections [STIs]).

While RLH designs have cost advantages over diary methods, they

nevertheless pose significant challenges. RLH studies must focus on sig-

nificant events that are easily remembered and communicated, due to

the fact that (1) retrospective designs are dependent on subjects’ ability

to accurately recall life events (often at a substantial remove) (Bernard

et al. 1984), and (2) the complexity and length of a life history interview

grows rapidly with the number and diversity of past events that are col-

lected (Freedman et al. 1988). As a result, the need for simplicity and

clarity forces researchers to strategically down-sample life events col-

lected by designs. For example, Add Health: Wave I (1994 to 1995)

asked respondents to list their three most recent romantic relationships,

and then asked about their sexual behaviors within each of these rela-

tionships. In contrast, Add Health: Wave III (2001 to 2002) only

attempted to collect relationships since the last survey (all partners since

the year 1995) and surveyed detailed sexual behavior only for the past

year (Harris et al. 2009). Focusing on specific information is necessary

for practical data collection; however, each choice of what to measure

(and what to omit) brings in some degree of by-design missingness to

the data. The nature of this missingness will clearly vary with the design

used, but little is known about how RLH designs induce missingness in

network data, or what impact such missingness has on retrospective

inference. In this article, we provide the first quantitative investigation

of this issue.

We note from the outset that missing data in longitudinal studies can

accrue through multiple mechanisms. De Leeuw (2001) provides a

review of the types of missingness that commonly appear in conven-

tional survey data. For instance, item nonresponse is a relatively well-
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studied source of missingness. Loss of information at the item level

may occur due to information not being provided by the subject, pro-

vided information being unusable, or usable information being lost, all

of which are examples of unintended or out-of-design missingness.

Little and Rubin (1987) studied many of the mechanisms behind item

nonresponse and proposed targeted strategies based on whether items

are missing completely at random (MCAR), missing at random (MAR),

or not missing at random (NMAR). Morris (1993) studied this phenom-

enon in the SCN context by examining the discrepancy between men’s

and women’s reported sexual partners; more broadly, Smith and Moody

(2013) and Smith, Moody, and Morgan (2017) used simulation studies

to examine various sources of missingness that affect cross-sectional

network studies, with an emphasis on identifying the robustness of

descriptives to data loss. Unlike these other sources of missingness, the

by-design missingness arising in RLH studies is not well characterized.

In particular, little work examines missing spell data caused by design

in retrospective longitudinal studies, particularly when such spell data

encodes relational structure.

In this article, we focus exclusively on by-design missingness (i.e.,

data that is necessarily lost because of the questions that were or were

not asked, as opposed to data that could be lost, depending on subject

behavior). Likewise, in some studies the population of potential actors

is known (or can be closely approximated), whereas in others this too

must be inferred from the data (leading to the possibility of missing

individuals, or vertices, as opposed to only missing relationships, or

edges). Here, we focus on the problem of missing edges, which arises

even when the population is fully characterized. As we will show, com-

mon study designs introduce complex and consequential patterns of

missing data even under these optimistic conditions.

In the remainder of this article, we formally characterize and analyze

two common types of designs widely used in RLH studies, which we

dub intervalN and lastK designs. We focus on how information decays

in these two designs as one moves from time of interview into subjects’

relative past, and the impact of this information loss on inference. We

first examine general properties of information loss through these two

design families, including asymmetries in loss of information for exist-

ing relationships (edges) versus nonrelationships (nulls), which are

broadly applicable to any RLH network study. We show that lastK

designs based on ordering of the end times of spells (terminal selection)
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have generic advantages over designs based on initiation of spells (onset

selection) no matter the underlying data, leading to a general recom-

mendation of the former.

To provide a more quantitative sense of how by-design information

loss might play out in practice, we perform a simulation study using syn-

thetic SCNs based on a large dataset—the National Health and Social

Life Survey (NHSLS) (Laumann et al. 1996). We start by examining the

simple quantity of missingness introduced by each family of designs as

a function of time before interview, and the extent to which this missing-

ness is focused on existing relationships (edges) versus nonrelationships

(nulls). To get a better sense of how this missingness translates into loss

of inferential power, we examine the impact of accumulated missing

data on a “Drosophila task,” namely inference for cross-sectional expo-

nential random graph model (ERGM) (Robins et al. 2007) parameters fit

to pre-interview periods (comparing results from sampled data with cor-

responding complete-data results). Finally, we translate these inferential

effects into pragmatic terms by examining the effect of missingness on

our ability to impute network properties at previous time points. As we

will elaborate, SCNs are a natural choice for such a case study, being

substantively important, frequently measured using RLH designs, and

relatively well-modeled using existing techniques. Insights from these

analyses generalize to many other types of spell data collected with ret-

rospective designs, and we discuss some of these implications through-

out the article. We close with some observations and recommendations

vis-à-vis retrospective life history designs for retrospective inference on

sexual contact (and other) networks.

1.1. Sexual Context Networks as an Important Case

We use the case of sexual contact networks to consider broader ques-

tions regarding retrospective life history designs, but this case is socio-

logically important in and of itself. SCNs lie at a complex intersection

of social, cultural, economic, and biological phenomena: sexual beha-

vior is a vital dimension of human activity that is interwoven with other

social institutions and economic arrangements (e.g., marriage, cohabita-

tion, sex work), linked with life course transitions (e.g., the transition to

adulthood [Sassler, Michelmore, and Qian 2018]), and has obvious and

significant implications for socially relevant biological phenomena such

as fertility (Everett, McCabe, and Hughes 2017; Guzzo 2014) and
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disease transmission (Doherty et al. 2005; Robinson et al. 2013). The

structure of SCNs has been implicated in systematic health disparities

affecting vulnerable groups (see Adimora and Schoenbach 2005;

Hamilton and Morris 2015; Mustanski et al. 2016), most notably sub-

stantial differences in HIV prevalence, with implications that carry over

into economic disadvantage, early mortality, and social stigma

(Pellowski et al. 2013). SCN structure even informs health policy

debates (e.g., about the effectiveness of targeted versus broad-based

interventions for combating sexually transmitted infections [Morris

et al. 2009; Wilson, Regan, and Hocking 2008], the potential value ver-

sus intrusiveness of attempted cultural interventions [e.g., Uganda’s

“zero-grazing” campaign (Green et al. 2006)], and the regulation of sex

work [Hsieh, Kovářı́k, and Logan 2014]). Given the wide range of

social phenomena to which they are mechanistically related, SCNs are

an important target for sociological investigation.

Other reasons for using SCNs as our working case are more prag-

matic. Most obviously, retrospective life history designs are an impor-

tant means of collecting SCN data, so there is a natural fit between the

case and the broader issues of RLH designs. SCNs have also played an

important role in the development of statistical network modeling (see,

e.g., Carnegie et al. 2015; Hamilton, Handcock, and Morris 2008;

Krivitsky 2012; Krivitsky, Handcock, and Morris 2011; Morris 1991;

Morris and Kretzschmar 1997), and they are hence a natural case to

consider from that point of view. Relatedly, SCNs are currently unique

in having been used to create data-calibrated population-level network

models that can be used for realistic synthetic data studies. Finally,

SCNs are relatively simple in the sense of being highly sparse with rela-

tively weak dependence and low clustering compared, for example, to

friendship networks, which makes them a good “base case” for an ini-

tial study of a potentially complex problem (compare with their use by

Butts [2011] to study network asymptotics). In this spirit, we emphasize

that the general approach to codifying RLH designs introduced here,

and many of the additional results, apply to contexts far beyond the

SCN case, although that case is in and of itself an important one.

2. BACKGROUND

In this work, we use the following terminology in describing the mea-

surement process, data, and analysis. A participant or subject of a survey
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study is referred to as an ego, and each of the ego’s connected individu-

als (e.g., friends in friendship network studies, or sexual partners in a

sexual contact network) is called an alter; their attributes are called ego

and alter covariates; a relationship is referred to as a tie or a spell; and

the start and end times of a spell are called, respectively, the onset and

terminus (plural: termini). The collection of data from the respondent is

generically referred to here as measurement (whether conducted via an

interview, self-administered survey, or other approach) and measure-

ment time is the time at which the data is collected. A measurement

interval refers to the interval of interest a design covers. In what follows,

we will limit ourselves to the case in which all respondents are measured

at the same time. An assessment of the (cross-sectional) state of the

evolving network at a given point of time is referred to as a query, with

query time being the time point in question. Obviously, we are interested

here in retrospective queries, for which the query time precedes the

measurement time; this time difference is called the look-back time, and

data associated with such a query (i.e., the known and missing edge

states) are retrospective data. Unless noted otherwise, we describe the

measurement time as the “present,” with queries at higher look-back

times delving further into the (relative) “past.” Intuitively, our objective

is to understand how missingness and information loss accrue with look-

back time, as a function of the retrospective life history design being

used.

2.1. Survey Designs in a Retrospective Life-History Context

An RLH measurement can be viewed as a two-stage sampling process.

First, survey respondents are sampled from a broader population.

Second, life events (whether unique occurrences or partnership onset/

termination events) are sampled from the pre-interview history of each

subject. Schematically, we may view this process in terms of a life event

space, as shown in Figure 1: the x-axis represents time relative to inter-

view, and the y-axis indexes members of the population. Each horizon-

tal line represents one individual’s (partial) life span and the points are

that person’s life events. This figure illustrates two-stage missingness of

retrospectively collected longitudinal data. Viewing from the vertical

axis, we only observe the events lying on the solid lines (sampled indi-

viduals); viewing from the horizontal axis, our choice of RLH design

determines which events (of the sampled individuals) we are able to
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observe and which are missing. The spell data can also be illustrated on

this life event space, where the onset and terminus of a spell are plotted

as two events, and the segment in between denotes the spell.

To study longitudinal spell data, researchers rely on RLH designs to

collect a range of information regarding both individual behaviors and

the evolving network structure. Some of the most commonly collected

types of information include ego and alter covariates and the timing of

their spells. In the specific case of SCN studies, some research focuses

on egocentric questions involving individuals’ behavior and their rela-

tionship to the local social environment; other SCN studies are inter-

ested in the global structure of the evolving contact network. While

studying the latter from egocentric data was long viewed as infeasible,

recent advances in statistical network modeling (Krivitsky 2012) have

brought this goal within reach. Although the impact of cross-sectional

sampling (i.e., of egos) on network inference has been studied

(Handcock and Gile 2010; Krivitsky et al. 2011), the implications of

RLH designs on missingness through time has not. For instance, imag-

ine that our task is to make a query to the network formed by the

respondents shown in Figure 1 at a particular time, to extract an ego’s

life events and network structure as a whole. The events we are able to

observe depend on which events are collected by the design, so the

design will influence the conclusions we draw regarding the state of the

network at that moment.

In this article, we study two commonly used design types for RLH

surveys. In the first design, egos are asked to provide information on all

alters over a specified time window of length N ; in the second design,

egos are asked to provide information on their last K alters. We refer to

these two design classes as intervalN and lastK designs, respectively.

For the purpose of our analysis, we assume the measurement interval in

the intervalN design ends with the interview time (making it comparable

to lastK). The parameters of each design are defined as follows: The

intervalN design can be (1) uncensored, in which we record the start or

end time of a relationship, even if it starts before or ends after the mea-

surement interval, as long as a part of the relationship overlaps with the

interval; or (2) left/right-censored, in which the start time (left-censored)

or end time (right-censored) of a relationship is not recorded if it is out-

side the collection interval. Note that many RLH datasets are right-

censored because the termini of active ties are unknown at the time of

survey and additional follow-ups are not performed to determine when
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the ties (eventually) end. Thus, RLH data collected with a single inter-

view are almost always right-censored unless all ongoing ties are dis-

carded from the dataset. There are two basic types of lastK designs,

Figure 1. A schematic illustration of an RLH survey in terms of an event
space.
Note: The x-axis represents time relative to interview; the y-axis indexes individuals in

the population of interest. Horizontal lines reflect individual histories, with dots and

stars representing life events. Differences in RLH designs affect not only the

individuals whose events are observed, but also the events that are seen within any

given window of time.
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differentiated by how “last” relationships are defined: (1) onset selec-

tion, in which subjects are asked to provide information on K relation-

ships having the most recent start times; or (2) terminal selection, in

which subjects are asked to provide information on K relationships with

the most recent end times (with ongoing relationships counted first).

Although we focus on use of these designs in network studies, they can

be used when eliciting spells of any sort; thus, many of our observations

regarding their basic properties are broadly applicable to more general

RLH studies.

These two types of designs are common in retrospective life history

studies, particularly for SCNs. Many data collection efforts adopt

designs that are either lastK, intervalN, or some combination of the

two. For instance, the Add Health dataset (Harris et al. 2009) used mul-

tiple designs in different waves. Add Health: Wave I (1994 to 1995)

asked respondents to list their three most recent romantic relationships,

whereas Add Health: Wave III (2001 to 2002) asked about detailed sex-

ual behavior only for the past year. The National Health and Social Life

Survey (Laumann et al. 1996) collected subjects’ detailed sexual beha-

vior within one year from the interview time and asked subjects to list

all sexual partners within that time period (up to a maximum of 28);

complete information was obtained on all spells collected, so this design

is a left-uncensored intervalN type. An interesting instance of a “firstK”

design (asking for the first K) partners can be found in the first British

National Survey of Sexual Attitudes and Behaviors (NATSAL-I;

Johnson et al. 1994). NATSAL-II (Erens et al. 2001) and NATSAL-III

(Erens et al. 2014) used lastK designs, in addition to broader questions

on numbers of sex partners and related information. Implicit designs

that are equivalent to lastK or intervalN can also be found in online

social network (OSN) studies, for example, due to query restrictions

imposed by site operators. For instance, Mayer and Puller (2008) stud-

ied Facebook friendship ties using data from 2005, and Facebook was

only launched in 2004 (IntervalN, left- and right-censored).

Supplementary Figure 12 provides a schematic illustration of how the

two designs sample events differently within the life event space in a

hypothetical case, highlighting the contrast between lastK and intervalN

designs. While many relationships would be caught by both designs,

there are systematic differences in which relationships are captured. As

we will show, these differences have substantial implications for

researchers’ ability to infer the state of a network over time.
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2.2. Relational Missingness in lastK and intervalN Designs

Even in the special case in which all members of a population are inter-

viewed (a network census), RLH designs impose constraints on the rela-

tionships that can be observed. For instance, Figures 2 and 3 illustrate

the patterns of spell-wise missingness that result from intervalN and

lastK designs, respectively, in a hypothetical case involving a respon-

dent with five relationships prior to time of interview. Intuitively, most

designs prioritize spells near the measurement (interview or survey

time); nevertheless, the exact spell selections vary markedly.

These patterns of missingness have important implications for retro-

spective network inference, that is, our ability to recover information on

the state of the network prior to the measurement time. Taking the

above scenario as an example, Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the implica-

tions of intervalN and lastK designs, respectively, for inferring network

structure. We make retrospective queries to obtain each ego’s ties at

particular times prior to measurement (red and blue vertical lines) to

collectively reconstruct the network state. We express ego’s relation-

ships in the then-current network adjacency matrix. Edges and nulls

(i.e., non-ties) are represented by 1s and 0s, respectively; the unob-

served edges and nulls are called missing edges and missing nulls and

are represented by question marks. (Note that a missing edge is not

equivalent to a null, as the former refers to an unobserved edge,

whereas the latter refers to a potential edge observed to be absent from

the network.)

Figure 2. Missingness in intervalN designs.
Note: A hypothetical life history is shown with spells (A to E) prior to interview time.

In both censored and uncensored cases, spells that lie entirely outside the measurement

interval are not observed. Ties B and E lie partially inside the measurement interval;

their onsets and termini are observed on uncensored case (a) but are not observed in

the left- and right-censored case (b). In (b), only portions of spells overlapping with the

measurement interval are observed.
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Arguably, the simplest pattern of retrospective cross-sectional miss-

ingness arises in the intervalN case. Within the measurement interval,

we have full information on ego’s personal network, and we are able to

recover both ties and nulls. Outside of this interval, the pattern of miss-

ingness depends on the design censoring scheme. As illustrated in

Figure 4, when censoring is present, onsets or termini will be missing if

Figure 4. Cross-sectional missingness of the intervalN design illustrated by
adjacency matrix.
Note: First row/column indicates ego. (a.1) and (b.1) are the adjacency matrices of the

network cross-sections taken from a time slice before the measurement interval. Only

(a.1) was able to capture ego’s tie to B. (a.2) and (b.2) are taken from within the

measurement interval and all ties are observed.

Figure 3. Missingness in lastK designs.
Note: A hypothetical life history is shown with five spells (A to E) prior to the time of

interview. (a) Observed and missing spells for a lastK design with K = 3 in onset

selection: any ties that start before onset of the third tie (tie C) will not be recorded,

and thus ties A and B are unobserved. (b) Terminal selection: ties ending before

terminus of the third tie (tie B) are not recorded, and thus ties A and C are unobserved.
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a tie crosses an interval boundary; we do know, however, whether the

tie was established at or before the beginning of the interval or has not

yet finished at the end of the interval. Ties not extending into the sam-

pling interval and nulls outside the interval are both unobserved for time

points outside the interval, yielding little additional information.

By contrast, the pattern of missingness induced by lastK designs is

more complicated. Figure 5 shows a few common scenarios. In onset

selection and terminal selection, unreported ties can have different

implications. In onset selection, if a tie has been observed in earlier time

slices, we know that no additional spell involving a tie to the same actor

can be observed at a later period. In terminal selection, if the query time

is after the terminus of the Kth tie, then all unobserved ties are nulls.

Panel a in Figure 5 shows a scenario involving a last three partner

design using onset selection. C is the third most recent tie based on the

start time, and we know no other tie starts after the onset of C.

However, ties that started before the onset of C and stayed active longer

Figure 5. Cross-sectional missingness in the lastK design illustrated by the
adjacency matrix.
Note: Only the row and column that are associated with ego are shown. (a.1) and (b.1)

are the network cross-sections taken from a time slice relatively far prior to the

measurement time; (a.2) and (b.2) are taken from a time slice near the measurement

time. In (a.1) and (b.1), we are uncertain about whether there are previous ties to D and

E occurring prior to the observation (e.g., episodic or reoccurring relationships). In

(a.2), we are certain that a tie to C is not present because if there had been a tie to C

after the previously observed C tie, onset selection would have sampled it instead. In

(b.2), we are certain that ties to A� C are not present because otherwise terminal

selection would have sampled them instead of the tie to B.
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could exist, for example, B. At the first query point (a.1), C is the only

tie observed, and any other edges or nulls are unobserved. At the second

sampling point (a.2), because we previously observed C at (a.1), we

know no other tie C0 with the same partner starts after C has terminated

(otherwise C0 would have been picked up instead of C). This pattern is

a marked contrast from the pattern associated with an equivalent lastK

design using terminal selection (panel b). Here, we have full informa-

tion on all edges and nulls from the end of the Kth edge forward in time

(any edge extending past this point would itself become the kth edge).

Prior to this, our information is more limited; for instance, at the red

query point, we can observe only the presence of the edge to B, with all

other edges and nulls being unknown.

3. A SIMULATION STUDY OF RLH DESIGN
MISSINGNESS

All of the above designs tend to preserve more information for query

times closer to the measurement time, but missingness accumulates in

distinct ways. This raises the question of how information is lost, and

what are the impacts of different design choices as we look back in time.

Given the need to query the network at a particular time point, we would

ideally like to anticipate how much data will be observable (and the

nature of what is lost). Likewise, we would like to assess the conse-

quences of such missingness for retrospective inference, and to use this

information to inform our choice of study design. We approach these

problems via a simulation study in which we begin with a known ground

truth network and then apply either intervalN or lastK designs to probe

the incidence and consequences of missing data. For reasons noted in

Section 1.1, we focus on the case of sexual contact networks, using

simulated networks based on the NHSLS as our inferential targets.

We use the following study procedures (illustrated in Figure 6) to

quantitatively assess missingness and the impact of the RLH designs.

First, we generate a longitudinal ground truth network (as described in

Section 3.1), expressing it as a time series of cross-sectional networks.

We call these cross-sectional networks the true networks, as they con-

tain all partnership information at each time point. Then we simulate an

idealized RLH interview process on each of the true cross-sectional net-

works to get a series of the observed networks (with the rest being

“NAs” representing unobserved edge variables). We then apply three
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evaluation metrics (described in Section 3.2) to the true and observed

networks to assess the impact of the RLH design on retrospective infer-

ence. As in any simulation study, the networks we use do not reflect the

full complexity of networks observed in real-world data, but they do

provide a starting point for understanding how missingness would be

expected to accrue in RLH designs. As we show, many aspects of infor-

mation loss from intervalN and lastK designs follow basic patterns that

are likely to generalize not only to real-world SCNs but to other types

of networks as well.

3.1. SIMULATION MODEL

To assess how missingness accrues under different designs, “ground

truth” networks without design missingness are required. Ideally, we

would use a real world sexual contact event dataset that contains com-

plete partnership information with no missingness over a long period of

time, so that we could perform intervalN and lastK sampling with rea-

listic values of K and N without encountering data limitations.

Unfortunately, all existing SCN datasets lack the quality and coverage

to be used in this capacity: many studies contain detailed spell informa-

tion only for a short period of time, and almost all studies suffer from

subject/item nonresponse missingness, which makes it difficult for our

study to isolate the by-design missingness. Given these limitations, we

instead use synthetic data generated from a previously published

dynamic network model of Krivitsky (2012), which is based on data

Figure 6. Schematic workflow for the simulation study.
Note: This process was replicated 600 times to generate the study dataset.
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from the NHSLS (Laumann et al. 1996) and has been shown to repro-

duce many properties of real SCNs.

This model belongs to the Separable Temporal ERGM (STERGM)

family (Krivitsky and Handcock 2014), which models tie evolution of

social relationships via the interaction of a formation process (in which

new ties are generated) and a dissolution process (in which old ties are

broken). The model (whose parameters were inferred from egocentrally

sampled SCN data from the NHSLS) includes effects for gender, race,

and age mixing, relationship duration, concurrency, as well as other fac-

tors found to influence SCN dynamics, and was estimated at monthly

time resolution (Krivitsky 2012). Given this fitted model, we may simu-

late complete synthetic SCN data for a hypothetical population with rea-

listic dynamic and cross-sectional properties; sampling from this data

(and performing retrospective inference) thus allows us to examine the

impacts of RLH designs above and beyond other factors that can affect

data quality.

For our simulation study, we draw 600 synthetic populations of size

500 (with replacement) with individual demographics chosen to match

randomly selected respondents from the NHSLS sample using their

sampling weights. Given each synthetic population, we simulate an

SCN for 500 monthly time steps (following a 200 month burn-in

period); for simplicity (and because the STERGM model does not sup-

port demographic change), we use a “static population” approximation,

with individual characteristics fixed over the simulation period.

Although nodes entering and leaving the network is an important factor

in many study settings, this phenomenon does little to affect the out-

comes of our particular study.1 Descriptive analyses confirm that the

simulated SCNs reproduce key features of the NHSLS networks. In par-

ticular, the average tie duration is around nine years (106 months), the

average degree of the network is 0.74, and the concurrency rate is 0.17.

We compare these properties with measures from the NHSLS: the aver-

age tie duration is 108 months; the average degree is 0.71; and the con-

currency rate is 0.06. The close match between our synthetic networks

and the NHSLS suggests the former are a reasonable proxy for experi-

mental purposes.

To focus on the impact of RLH design choices per se, we here assume

that survey design is the only source of missingness in the datasets,

eliminating out-of-design missingness mechanisms such as interviewer

error or informant nonresponse. For the same reason, we treat all
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members of the synthetic population as respondents (i.e., we simulate a

network census study). Our scenario thus intendedly represents a “best

case” for information that can be obtained from a given design, allowing

us to identify hard limits on what can be inferred under more realistic

conditions. With these ground truth networks, we then decide which

ties/nulls are fully or partially observed based on intervalN or lastK

designs with choices of N and K .

3.2. EVALUATING THE IMPACT OF DESIGNS

One challenge in evaluating complex designs is determining the effec-

tive extent and nature of information loss associated with in-design

missingness. This is particularly true in the context of relational data,

where dependence among observations and the nonlinear nature of most

estimands of interest make intuition an unreliable guide. Here, we

address this issue through three linked approaches that allow us to

describe the extent of missingness associated with particular designs and

trace out the implications of such missingness for subsequent analyses:

� Accumulation of Missingness: This is the most fundamental assessment

of network missingness. We calculate the accumulation of missing edge

and null variables at query times in the increasingly distant past (relative

to the time of interview). This provides us with a simple description of

how the fraction of known states within the network adjacency matrix

declines with retrospection, an important factor in subsequent analyses.

� Parametric Inference: The extent of information loss due to missing

data may depend on which edge variables are missing, as well as the

amount of missingness. To assess the loss of information as we recede

into the past, we examine the effect of missing data on our ability to

correctly infer the parameters of a cross-sectional ERGM fit to observa-

tions at various time points prior to the interview time.

� Network Imputation: While declining accuracy in parameter estimates

provides one indicator of information loss, this does not immediately

translate into the past states of the network. To capture this, we also per-

form model-based imputation of the state of the network at each query

point, allowing us to assess how knowledge of network structure

declines as we move into the past.
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Implementation of the first approach is straightforward: at each query

time, we calculate the number of edges and nulls that are missing due

to the design. We then examine the trend of the missingness in the net-

works as a function of time prior to the measurement time (i.e., look-

back time). The second approach uses an ERGM fit as a standardized

tool to assess information loss. At each query time, we fit the retrospec-

tive data with a basic ERGM model with effects that are related to the

dynamic model and are common in SCN studies (shown in Table 1),

thus emulating a typical analysis that might be conducted in the absence

of dynamic data. We also fit the identical model to the ground truth

data, providing a set of “true” parameters (i.e., parameters that would

be obtained from such an analysis in the absence of missingness). We

then examine the absolute differences of the ERGM coefficients drawn

from the true and retrospectively observed cross-sectional networks at

each query point.

Finally, our last approach focuses on the impact of missingness on

retrospective network imputation. For each observed cross-sectional net-

work, we use the fitted ERGM parameters from the previous approach

to impute the network state via conditional simulation where the

observed portion of the network is held unchanged and the missing

dyads are imputed (Wang et al. 2016). From this we calculate a number

of basic structural properties that are common in SCN analysis, such as

degree distributions and diffusion potential. We then compare these esti-

mated properties with those of the ground truth network. Per Figure 6,

each of the above analyses is conducted on each replicate simulation in

each condition, yielding a distribution of outcomes for each query time

and design. (Model estimation and simulation were both performed

using the ergm package for R [Hunter et al. 2008], with additional

Table 1. List of Terms Used in the Cross-Sectional ERGM

ERGM Terms Description

edges Intercept
nodematch(‘sex’) Gender homophily
absdiff(‘age’) Age homophily
degree(1) Tendency toward monogamy
nodematch(‘ethcat’) Race/ethnicity homophily

Note: ERGM = exponential random graph model.
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calculation of network properties performed using network [Butts

2008a] and sna [Butts 2008b].)

4. RESULTS

4.1. Accumulation of Missingness

4.1.1. IntervalN Design. We start by showing how missing edges and

nulls accrue under an intervalN design. In the censored case, where both

the onset and terminus of a tie are not recorded if it lies outside the

length-N interval, the pattern of missingness is straightforward: within

the measurement interval, all edges and nulls are recorded; otherwise,

none of them are recorded. This gives missingness a binary behavior:

we either observe everything or we observe nothing, depending on

whether the network cross-sections lie within the measurement interval.

As mentioned in Section 2.1, most RLH designs are right-

censored (and left-uncensored), and the missingness of this case is illu-

strated in Figure 7. In this plot we show four different N values,

N = (1, 12, 120, 240) months. Similar patterns are displayed for all Ns:

edges and nulls are fully observed within the length-N measurement

intervals. As we look back in time, once we pass the beginning of the

measurement interval, we immediately miss all nulls and most edges,

except for the edges that overlap with the measurement interval, hence

causing the sharp rise in missingness. As we move further into the past

passing onsets of all observed ties, the proportion of missing data

reaches 1. Similar findings are shown in Table 2, where we calculate

the number of years of look-back time it takes to miss X fraction of

ties.

4.1.2. LastK Design. Figure 8 shows the missingness of two lastK var-

iants: (a) terminal selection and (b) onset selection. We experiment with

four different K values (K = [3, 4, 5, 6]) that are commonly used in sex-

ual partnership surveys (e.g., Harris et al. 2009). We also calculate the

number of years it takes to miss X fraction of ties (shown in Table 3).

1. Onset Selection: (i) As we look back in time prior to the survey, the

missing fraction of both ties and nulls gradually increases from 0 to 1,

following a sigmoidal function in look-back time. (ii) By contrast, the

fraction of missing nulls is stable and close to 1 at all times for all K

values. This is because selecting the most recent K ties based on onset
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eliminates the possibility of a long-lasting tie that started before the

onset of all K ties and is still active at the time of measurement. The

missing fraction is not exactly 1 because nulls associated with persons

having fewer than K partners can be observed (see Figure 5, panel a).

(iii) A larger K value corresponds to a slower increase of missing tie

Figure 7. Accumulation of missingness under intervalN designs.
Note: Horizontal axis indicates look-back time; the vertical axis indicates fraction of

data missing (by type). Results are shown for designs with Ns of 1, 12, 120, and 240

months.

Table 2. Number of Years It Takes to Miss X Fraction of the Total Ties for
the IntervalN Design

N (yr.)

Fraction of Missing Ties

Before Measurement Before Beginning of MI

0.25 0.5 0.75 0.25 0.5 0.75

1/12 1.4 3.3 6.5 1.3 3.2 6.4
1 2.3 4.2 7.4 1.3 3.2 6.4
10 11.2 13.2 16.4 1.2 3.2 6.4
20 21.3 23.2 26.5 1.3 3.2 6.5

Note: Years are calculated from both the interview time and the beginning of the measurement

interval (MI). The four N values are taken from Figure 7.
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fraction as a function of look-back time. It also corresponds to a lower

missing null fraction.

2. Terminal Selection: (i) Compared with onset selection, a similar sig-

moidal function of look-back time is displayed with missing ties. (ii)

Missing nulls accumulate much faster than missing edges. To explain

this phenomenon, we refer to Figure 3, panel b: before the end of the

Kth tie (tie B in this case), we do not observe any nulls (A and C), but

we could observe multiple edges (B, D, and E) that start before and

Table 3. Number of Years It Takes to Miss X Fraction of the Total Ties for
the LastK Design Family

K

Fraction of Missing Ties

Terminal Selection Onset Selection

0.25 0.5 0.75 0.25 0.5 0.75

3 11.9 18.2 25.4 15.3 20.6 27.3
4 15.9 23.4 31.7 21.3 27.3 35.1
5 19.8 28.1 38.4 27.2 34.3 –
6 24.1 33.1 – 33.1 40.6 –

Note: Years are calculated from both the interview time and the beginning of the measurement

interval. The K values correspond to Figure 7.

Figure 8. Accumulation of missingness under lastK designs.
Note: Horizontal axis indicates look-back time; the vertical axis indicates fraction of

data missing (by type). Results are shown for terminal-selected (a) and onset-selected

(b) spells with K values of 3 to 6.
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end after the end of the Kth tie. (iii) A larger K value corresponds to a

slower increase of both missing ties and missing null fraction as a func-

tion of look-back time.

4.1.3. Advantages of Terminal versus Onset Selection. Little extant

literature differentiates onset selection and terminal selection in lastK

designs. Our simulation results show that the terminal selection design

holds significant advantages in capturing missing nulls with a similar

performance on missing ties. To further characterize this phenomenon,

we prove in the Appendix (Section 6.1) that if two subdesigns pick dif-

ferent sets of ties, the ones picked by terminal selection always have lon-

ger or equal durations (i.e., ties cover equal or longer windows of time).

Furthermore, we show that the ties picked by terminal selection (if dif-

ferent from onset selection), always start no later than, and end no earlier

than, the ties picked from onset selection.

The above observation suggests a strong advantage to using terminal

selection. Measuring longer ties generally reduces the number of ties

missing in cross-section. Observing ties that end more recently also sug-

gests better data quality if researchers are concerned with subjects’ cur-

rent status. Given that the terminal selection approach has clear

advantages with few obvious weaknesses, we recommend its use as a

default lastK design unless circumstances dictate otherwise. For this

reason, our remaining analyses on lastK use the terminal selection

variant.

4.2. Impact of Designs on Parametric Inference

4.2.1. IntervalN Design. The parametric inference results for the

intervalN design can be immediately deduced from the pattern of miss-

ingness. Unlike the lastK design, where missingness accrues gradually

from the time of measurement, intervalN displays a sharp change in

available information at the boundary of the measurement interval.

When inside the measurement interval, ties and nulls are completely

observed (implying no effect on inference). However, once we step out-

side the measurement interval, the missingness rate for edges grows

rapidly and the nulls are completely unknown (see Figure 7). Thus, the

intervalN design imposes no degradation of inferential quality versus

complete data for look-back times within the measurement interval, and

inference beyond this interval is essentially impossible (because no
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nulls can be observed, the likelihood provides almost no information on

density).

4.2.2. LastK Design. Figure 9 illustrates the absolute difference in

ERGM parameter estimates for complete data versus sampled networks

as a function of look-back time. Consistent with our findings in overall

levels of missingness, we see that inference degrades with look-back

time and improves with increasing K . Interestingly, inferential perfor-

mance does not always degrade smoothly, with quality tending to be

very high over short to moderate look-back times before undergoing a

sudden transition to instability. Performance outside this “safe” interval

can be erratic, with some samples yielding high-quality estimates and

others being quite poor. This is especially true for parameters associated

with relatively rare events. For instance, the parameter for same-sex ties

often diverges at longer look-back times (e.g., produces more infinite

estimates), a consequence of no same-sex ties being captured within

some samples. This, in turn, contributes to instability in other parameter

estimates. Appendix Figure 13 provides a more detailed depiction of

the distribution of outcomes in each case.

4.3. Impact of Designs on Retrospective Network Imputation

We use two different measures to examine the effect of design choice

on network imputation. First, we compare the degree distributions of the

true network and the conditionally imputed network. We select (simul-

taneous) degree as a key measure because many epidemiological studies

argue that concurrency (characterized by having ties with two or more

partners simultaneously) is one of the most important factors driving

STD prevalence in SCNs (Morris and Kretzschmar 1997; Rosenberg

et al. 1999). As a second measure, we examine the average number of

reachable vertices at a given time point. This is also an important mea-

sure for assessing network robustness against STI. Assume we randomly

pick one individual from the cross-sectional network and mark that per-

son as “infected” with a hypothetical rapidly transmitted STI. We are

then interested in knowing the number of people this disease can poten-

tially reach in a short time period (i.e., before the network evolves fur-

ther). This corresponds to a weighted average of the instantaneous

component size distribution, with weights being proportional to the

number of people in each component. Formally, let the graph at time

t be composed of components Ct
1, . . . , Ct

m with respective sizes
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Figure 9. Effect of lastK design on parametric inference.
Note: Solid lines show the mean absolute difference in estimated exponential random

graph model (ERGM) parameters for true versus observed networks over 50

simulations. Each subplot shows errors as a function of look-back time for a given

model parameter, for each simulated K value.
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jCt
1j, . . . , jCt

mj; the expected number of instantaneously reachable ver-

tices from a random seed node is then

E½Rt� =

P
i

Ct
ij j2P

i
Ct

ij j
:

By examining the impact of design-induced missingness on our abil-

ity to impute E½Rt� and the degree distribution, we obtain a sense of how

information on network structure is lost as we look farther into the past.

4.3.1. IntervalN Design. The results from previous sections apply

here as well. Querying the network cross-sections within the measure-

ment interval gives us perfect knowledge of both edges and nulls, and

thus nothing need be imputed. On the other hand, if querying outside

the measurement interval, imputation on such network cross-sections

fails to yield any useful result. This is because (1) such network cross-

sections have very few observed edges and no observed nulls, providing

us almost empty canvases to perform imputation on, and (2) with this

much missingness, we have little information to build a reliable model.

We can hence trivially characterize the performance of the intervalN

design on imputing network properties as either contributing no error

(for queries within the measurement interval) or making imputation

essentially impossible (for queries beyond the measurement interval).

4.3.2. LastK Design. Sexual contact networks within the general pop-

ulation show high degree 1 prevalence, followed by degree 0 (e.g.,

Hubert, Bajos, and Sandfort 1998; Laumann et al. 1996; Youm and

Laumann 2002). The dotted lines in Figure 10 illustrate this expecta-

tion: 72.9 percent of nodes have degree 1, 25.5 percent have degree 0,

and the remaining 1.7 percent are concurrent. When a network cross-

section is close to the time of measurement, the imputed degrees stay

very close to the true degree. As we move further away from time of

measurement, the differences between true and imputed degrees grow

in such a way that our imputation method underestimates degree 0 and

overestimates the higher degrees. This holds for all Ks; it is also clear

that when K gets larger, the imputed degrees remain accurate at longer

look-back times.

As shown in Figure 11, the expected number of instantaneously

reachable vertices (E½Rt�) of the true network is relatively stable with

small fluctuations around value 1.84. E½Rt� is fairly accurately imputed

for short to moderate look-back times, with sudden collapse occurring
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at a point in time that scales with K. Beyond this point, the reachable

vertex count is often overestimated by a wide margin (a side effect of

concurrency overestimation). Because E½Rt� is closely related to

Figure 10. Imputed degree distribution as a function of look-back time under
lastK designs.
Note: Vertical axis shows fraction of vertices having the specified degree; horizontal

axis shows look-back time. Mean imputed distribution values are shown in solid lines;

shaded areas depict 95 percent simulation intervals. Dotted lines show true values.

Figure 11. Imputed average instantaneously reachable vertices by look-back
time.
Note: Dots are the imputed average reachable vertices from simulation draws; solid

lines show the mean across all imputed networks. The average reachable vertices of

the true networks are also plotted as references.
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epidemic potential, such an overestimate could, in a real scenario, lead

to extremely misleading conclusions regarding the network’s past

history.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we characterized two basic classes of retrospective life

history designs—intervalN, where subjects are asked to provide life

events within a time interval of length N prior to the measurement time

(e.g., time of interview), and lastK, where subjects are asked to provide

last K life events—and examined their impact on retrospective network

inference. We also examined simple variants of both designs (e.g., onset

versus terminal selection). Analysis of what is and is not captured by

these designs led immediately to a number of highly general insights,

such as the differential capture of edges and nulls in each, the sharp ver-

sus gradual failure modes of intervalN versus lastK as a function of

look-back time, and the coverage advantages of terminal versus onset

selection for lastK designs. These insights are not particular to the type

of network being studied, and indeed may be useful for understanding

the consequences of RLH designs for spell data in a noninterpersonal

context (e.g., employment or educational spells).

To gain additional insight into how these designs affect the loss of

information as one queries farther into the past, we performed a simula-

tion study based on sexual contact network data from the NHSLS. By

using synthetic ground-truth data, we are able to isolate the pure impact

of design missingness from other factors that may degrade performance

in the real world, giving us a clearer sense of the inherent limits on infer-

ence posed by the designs. We considered information loss with refer-

ence to three different types of outcomes: (1) simple accumulation of

missingness; (2) impacts of missingness on parametric inference; and

(3) impacts of missingness on retrospective network imputation. These

three outcomes trace a pathway from the immediate loss of data to the

impact of this data on substantive conclusions. While raw accumulation

of missing edges and nulls is the most straightforward metric to evaluate

designs, this does not directly convey the extent of information loss

when modeling techniques are used. Error in inferred ERGM parameters

for models fit to retrospectively queried cross-sections is a more abstract

measure of information content, but it conveys the extent to which miss-

ingness distorts the patterns present in the original data. Finally,
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retrospective imputation allows us to assess how much of our knowledge

of past network structure has been lost due to the impact of the design,

giving us a direct measure of the limits to our ability to peer into the past

when using RLH designs.

Our results show that the impact of intervalN design is almost binary.

For query times within the measurement interval, no missingness is

introduced, and hence there is no inherent impact of the design on retro-

spective inference or imputation. Outside this interval, however, little or

no information is obtained. In the (left) censored variant, all edges out-

side the measurement interval are truncated, thus no spell information

may be obtained. In the noncensored case, although all nulls are missing

outside of the measurement interval, we do observe a small number of

edges that overlap with the measurement interval. Nonetheless, such

observed edges are too sparse to be useful, and without information on

nulls it is effectively impossible to estimate network density.2 We hence

regard retrospective inference to be effectively prohibitive for look-back

times longer than the measurement interval. Because this property stems

directly from the inherent missing pattern of the design (and not network

structure), this conclusion is not SCN specific; indeed, it will apply to

any network.

In the case of lastK designs, information loss is much more gradual.

We nevertheless find that missingness among nulls is unacceptably high

for onset selection, limiting its utility. In the Appendix (Section 6.1) we

show that terminal selection is almost always a superior subdesign when

compared with onset selection, thus our modeling and imputation

focused on terminal selection subdesigns.

For terminal-selected lastK designs, our simulation study paints a

consistent picture of decline in information as a function of look-back

time. For queries close to the measurement time, very little information

appears to be lost, and retrospective inference (in terms of either model

parameters or imputation) is quite accurate. As one moves beyond a

“safe zone” near the measurement time, missingness accumulates at an

increasing rate, and retrospective inference begins to degrade. This

degradation is often sharp and is marked by considerable instability

(with some samples yielding reasonable results, and others yielding

results that depart markedly from those based on the complete data).

The size of this “safe zone” (and the speed at which results subsequently

degrade) is dependent on K, with higher K levels yielding good perfor-

mance at substantially longer look-back times. As with the behavior of
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intervalN designs, these qualitative properties stem from basic aspects

of what the design does or does not select and are expected to hold for

any network. However, the quantitative question of how far back one

can go before leaving the “safe zone” depends on network structure and

may vary in practice. When in doubt, performing pilot simulation stud-

ies, such as those performed here, before selecting a choice of K may be

a wise step when designing an RLH instrument for use in a specific

case.

Our simulation study focused on sexual contact networks as a natural

and substantively important case, but the above comments should make

clear that many of our results are by no means limited to SCN data. In

fact, any retrospectively collected spell data with by-design missingness

caused by limiting the number of spells recorded, or the timing of spells,

is subject to the missingness patterns and effects discussed in this arti-

cle. This phenomenon applies not only to interview/survey-collected

spell data; for instance, data queried from online social networks are not

immune, due to possible data restrictions each OSN platform places on

the data collector.

Although by-design missingness in many settings is inevitable, stud-

ies under different circumstances may have different focuses that could

suffer less from one design or another. We offer some practical recom-

mendations on the choice of retrospective designs to collect network

data in SCNs or other, similar, contexts.

5.1. IntervalN Designs Are Well-Suited to Studies

with a Narrow Temporal Focus

Because they generate no design missingness during the measurement

interval, intervalN designs are optimal when seeking to gain informa-

tion on relationships or network evolution within a specified interval.

Although it would seem that many studies could benefit from using this

design to guarantee full information, the measurement interval must be

set in advance and narrow enough that elicitation is possible in practice.

For instance, studies show that the degree distributions for many-spell

datasets, such as friendship or sexual partnership networks, are highly

skewed (Handcock and Jones 2004; Mislove et al. 2007) and data col-

lection instruments (e.g., survey or interview) must be constructed to

aid recall for respondents (e.g., the survey instrument must create

enough spaces for respondents to list all their spells). The obvious
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trade-off with intervalN designs, aside from the cost of maintaining per-

fect information from an interval, is that they yield little or no informa-

tion on network structure before the measurement period, limiting the

uses to which the data can be put. If the initially selected interval is dis-

covered to be too narrow to meet the researcher’s requirements (or if

such requirements later change), the resulting data may not be usable

for their intended purpose.

5.2. LastK Designs Can Work Well for Open-Ended Investigations,

but Look-Back Ability Depends on the Nature of the Spell Data,

and K Should Be Kept Large

LastK designs impose different full information intervals for every sub-

ject (as compared to intervalN designs, which create a global full infor-

mation interval). Although they generate missingness at earlier times,

information obtained from them degrades more gradually. Because such

degradation is driven by relationship turnover, the method is to an

extent “self-tuning” for the timescale of network dynamics (which is

helpful if this is not known ex ante). The average duration of spells

plays an important role in how long the safe look-back zone is, but a

more important factor is such spells’ tendency to co-occur (which is also

closely related to the degree distribution of the network). For example,

when using terminal selection, the Kth most recent spell’s terminus

marks the start of the perfect information interval (i.e., we have full

information from this point to the measurement time). We show that

applying network modeling techniques can remedy some of the missing-

ness problems, and this depends on the length of spells. In general, it is

important to select K to be large enough that few respondents will have

the onset of their K � 1th relational spell (at which point missing edges

are introduced) too close to the measurement time. Information loss

under lastK is more gradual than under intervalN, but note that inferen-

tial quality can fall sharply and somewhat unpredictably at longer look-

back times. Examining the level of design missingness prior to querying

may provide a rough guide to how far back one can go in any given

case.

As a final note, we reiterate that the present study focused entirely on

the consequences of missingness arising from RLH designs themselves.

Real-world studies will typically feature egocentric sampling (obtaining

data from a limited subset of individuals), and information will also be
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lost (or corrupted) due to failures of memory or other sources of report-

ing error. A natural question for further research is how these other

sources of error or missingness interact with the design effects studied

here. It is natural to suspect, for instance, that false negative rates will

increase with look-back time, which may extend the temporal reach of

lastK designs (because the last Kth recalled spell may in fact be the

K 0. Kth actual spell in ego’s history) while simultaneously adding

measurement error. Similar complexities have been found in, for exam-

ple, complete ego net designs (Almquist 2012), and characterizing them

requires not only a good baseline simulation of network structure, but

also a good model for reporting error. Peering into the past is a difficult

challenge under the best of circumstances, and there are limits to what

can be recovered from retrospective interviews. Nevertheless, appropri-

ate choice of RLH design can make the most of what information exists

to be recovered, and it may in some circumstances permit retrospective

inference over fairly long periods prior to the point of measurement.

6. APPENDIX

6.1. In lastK Designs, the Average Duration of Ties Picked by

Terminal Selection Is Greater Than or Equal to the Average

Duration of Ties Picked by Onset Selection

In this section we compare two variants of lastK design: onset selection and ter-

minal selection. We demonstrate that, for fixed K and measurement time, any

tie chosen by terminal selection is either also chosen by onset selection or starts

no later and ends no sooner (hence having longer duration) than any tie chosen

by onset selection and not terminal selection.

The proof is as follows. Assume a respondent has N ties and N . K . 0 (if

N � K , the proof becomes trivial, because both schemes will pick all N ties).

Define the sets of ties captured by onset selection and terminal selection

schemes as TO = ftO
1 , tO

2 , :::, tO
Kg and TT = ftT

1 , tT
2 , :::, tT

Kg, respectively.

If the two schemes pick exactly the same ties, that is, TO = TT , then any tie

chosen by onset selection is also chosen by terminal selection. Thus the condi-

tion trivially holds.

Now consider the case TO 6¼ TT. Because jTOj= jTT j= K, there must exist

ties picked by onset selection that are not picked by terminal selection, and

there must be an equal number of ties picked by onset selection but not termi-

nal selection. Formally, 9tO 2 TO, tT 2 TT that tO 62 TT and tT 62 TO.
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Define O(t) and T (t) to be the onset and terminus of tie t. Consider a pair

of ties tO 2 TO, tT 2 TT , such that tO 62 TT and tT 62 TO. Suppose tT starts

after tO, O(tT ) .O(tO). By definition, onset selection includes the K ties the

subject has most recently started. Given that tO is chosen by onset selection, tT

which starts after tO has to be chosen as well. This contradicts the assumption

that tT 62 TO. Thus O(tT ) � O(tO).

Now suppose tT ends before tO, that is, T (tT )\T (tO). Because terminal

selection includes the K most recently ended ties, then the inclusion of tT

implies that tO must be included as well. This contradicts the assumption that

tO 62 TT . Thus T (tT ) � T (tO).

We have shown that, for any tT 2 TT , tO 2 TO such that tT 62 TO and

tO 62 TT , O(tT ) � O(tO) and T (tT ) � T (tO). Thus the durations (denoted by

D( � )) of the two ties satisfy

D(tT ) = T (tT )�O(tT ) � T (tO)�O(tO) =D(tO):

This completes the proof.

An immediate implication of this result is that the average duration of ties

captured by terminal selection is greater than or equal to the average duration

of ties captured by onset selection. Furthermore, the time period spanned by the

ties captured by terminal selection necessarily includes the time period spanned

by an equivalent onset selection design. To the extent that capturing longer-

lasting ties spanning a longer period of time is a measurement objective, termi-

nal selection is to be preferred over onset selection.
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Notes

1. Nodes that have departed would not be subject to measurement under either design,

and vertex missingness is not a target of interest here (would not be available to be

queried); nor does the entry of new nodes pose special challenges. Demographic

change could alter the detailed structure of the network somewhat, but our simula-

tion nevertheless reproduces the key features of the NHSLS that are important for

our application.
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2. In an ERGM setting, the MLE for the edge term (which sets the baseline expected

density) will not exist; placing a prior on graph density could in theory allow

Bayesian inference, but the likelihood provides so little information that this does

not appear to be a practical option.
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